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INTRODUCTION TO
MARKETING : NATURE,

SCOPE AND IMPORTANCE1
Introduction

The success of any business depends not only on the quality of goods produced by it,
but also on the policies pursued by it pertaining to the sale of commodities. In other words,
marketing policy also forms the basis of business success alongwith its production policy.
Most of the experts in business line consider “Marketing” as the lifeline of a business.
They feel that “Sale” is the ultimate objective of any enterprise. If the sale is not appropriate,
the objective of enterprise is hard to achieve. Many expenditures are incurred to run a
business and these expenses are recovered only when sale-process is working in right
direction.

The sale of any commodity becomes a source of income because the enterprise is able
to cover its varied expenses viz. production expenses, administrative costs and expenditure
associated with “Sale” itself. When the sale is of right amount, the enterprise gets enough
profit to enlarge and expand its business to great heights. Right, fast and regular sales of
goods of any enterprise helps the enterprise in meeting all the business challenges and
problems.

Marketing efforts of a business enterprise enhance its sale to a great extent. It is
rightly remarked that consumption is not possible without marketing. That is why marketing
becomes more important in comparison to production. This is a great challenge of modern
era because all the producers are trying their best to make marketing management more
scientific, just to capture consumers and markets effectively.

Marketing efforts enhance the goodwill of the business apart from increasing the income
of the business. Marketing activities create an understanding among consumers regarding
the business enterprise. When the marketing personnel are enlightened enough about the
nature of markets and behaviour of their customers and they present goods and services as
per their wishes and requirements, at prices which suit them well, “Sale” is sure to touch
new heights because more and more buyers will flock the markets to buy those goods. This
will encourage the business enterprise to march ahead with confidence. Marketing
management is thus the planning, organisation and control of al! such marketing efforts
initiated by the enterprise. Marketing is important from the management point of view.
The main objective of marketing management is to increase the sale of the commodities. In
order to enhance “Sales” many steps are taken such as adopting varied methods to advertise,
offering gifts, presenting goods in attractive packings and providing after sale facilities to
the consumers. This shows that today’s marketer is trying to reach consumer in every
possible way. Marketing also contributes in economic development of the country.

According to Peter F. Drucker, “Marketing can bring a great change in whole economic
structure of the present ongoing system without bringing any change in production systems
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and even in distribution patterns of population and income in the country.” Therefore,
marketing system must develop along with changes in production systems so that no problem
or obstacle is created in the works pertaining to production and marketing in future.
Marketing plays an prominent role in raising the standard of living of people in any country.

Marketing has remained the basis of employment. Large scale production can be
resorted to by any enterprise so as to meet the rising demand for goods. The pace of
development gets a boost as production starts increasing and in this process, more specialised
personnel in the fields of production and marketing are needed by the enterprise. More and
more people get employment to perform different marketing activities such as purchase-
sale, transportation, storing the goods, advertisement and research. Financial and expert
marketing institutions are also involved in this process. The success of any product depends
not only on its inherent qualities, but also on marketing efforts associated with increasing
its sale. It is a wrong assumption in today’s world that any commodity will find a ready
market for itself without any difficulty.

At present, Marketing Research is undertaken before doing any production. Goods are
produced keeping in mind the tastes, fashion trends and behaviour patterns of the consumers.
Marketing is developing as an art as well as science in the present age. Human wants are
satisfied through the medium of marketing activities. More and more persons get employment
in marketing oriented activities. New commodities and ever changing quality products and
different utility services come within easy reach of the consumers. These help in raising
their standard of living and the country also benefits, as a whole, due to these changes.

In the olden times, human wants were limited and so were the means. Man used to
fulfil his needs with the help of limited means at his disposal. With the passage of time,
human needs started increasing along with more means to fulfil them. Initially barter
exchange worked well, but with the introduction of monetary system started the production
of goods on mass-scale and this helped in the creation of markets, where goods were purchased
and sold by the people.

At present, these markets have become wide because consumers’ number has increased
a lot. Commercial enterprises try to capture big chunks of markets so as to have more
customers for their products because this is the basis of success of their business. More and
more goods are produced to cater to the requirements of more and more consumers. The
function of making goods available to consumers from producers is called marketing. Purchase
and sale of goods and services is known as business.

Marketing includes all those activities, which are related to purchase and sale of goods
and services. Business activities are not complete without marketing. Many functions are
associated with management and marketing is the most important amongst them.

MEANING OF MARKETING

Initially marketing implied purchase and sale of goods and services. However, at present
it includes all those activities undertaken before and after purchase and sale of goods and
services. In modern times, marketing includes consumer research, advertisement, sales
policy and services rendered to consumers after the sale of goods and services.

Every institution undertakes work of two types :

1. Production of goods and services.

2. Marketing of goods and services.

Both these functions are included in marketing. In this connection, Harry Hepner is
of the view, “All those activities are included in Marketing which help the goods to reach
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consumers from producers. These include advertisement policies, price-determination,
production planning and market analysis on the basis of customers to be found in future.”

DEFINITIONS OF MARKETING

The definition of the term ‘marketing’ is classified in two categories for convenience of
study. These are :

1. Definition in old, narrow sense or Product oriented definition.

2. Definition in new broad sense or Customer oriented definition.

• Tousley, Clark & Clark

• Pyle

Product-Oriented • American Marketing Association

• Converse, Huegy & Mitchell

• Edward & David

• William J. Stanton

• Peter F. Drucker

• Malcolm McNair

• Paul Mazur

• H.L. Hansen

Customer-Oriented • Cundiff & Still

• Institute of Marketing of U.K.

• Philip Kotler

• Hepner

• D.M Philips and J.H.W. Richard

• E.F.L. Brech

• St. Thomas

Old, narrow or product oriented definitions include production and physical distribution
of goods, while new concept of marketing lays more emphasis upon customers than
production. This new concept is known as customer-oriented concept. This concept emphasizes
upon the demand and choice of customer.

1. Old, Narrow or Product-oriented Definitions

(i) According to Tousley, Clark and Clark, “Marketing consists of those efforts
which effect transfers in the ownership of goods and services and which provide for
physical distribution.”

This definition includes all the physical and mental activities. This definition makes
it clear that ownership of goods and services is changed in the course of marketing.
The physical distribution work also comes under the purview of marketing. Physical
distribution means collection and transferring goods from one place to another.

(ii) According to Pyle, “Marketing comprises both buying and selling activities.”

This definition of marketing consists only of the purchase and sale. It ignores the
functions of physical distribution and other auxiliary functions of marketing.

(iii) According to American Marketing Association’s Definitions Committee,
“Marketing is the performance of business activities that direct the flow of goods
and services from producer to consumer or users.”

This definition is an improvement over the earlier definitions. It includes all the
business activities relating to the production and distribution of goods and services
to the consumer.
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(iv) According to Converse, Huegy and Mitchell, “Marketing includes activities
involved in the flow of goods and services from production to consumption.”

This definition of marketing consists of the flow of goods and services from
production to consumption only. It also ignores other functions of marketing.

(v) According to Edward and David, “Marketing is the economic process by means
of which goods and services are exchanged and their values determined in terms of
money price.”

According to this definition, marketing is a method by which goods and services
are transformed and later on prices are determined for these new goods and services.

The above mentioned definitions of marketing remained popular for a long time. These
definitions are concerned with fulfilment of business activities. That is why these definitions
are old, narrow and product-oriented. These definitions have reduced the scope of marketing.
According to these definitions, marketing includes all those activities starting from production
to distribution while the activities prior to production and post distribution should also be
included in marketing.

These definitions do not present marketing in a wide perspective. These lay emphasis
on economic and physical aspects of marketing and neglect the mental aspect related to the
satisfaction of human wants.

Moreover, these definitions do not provide the knowledge concerning marketing
responsibility.

Characteristics of Old Concept of Marketing

(i) Purchase and Sale of Product. The old concept of marketing is concerned with
the production, purchase and sale of product.

(ii) Product-oriented. Old concept of marketing lays emphasis on production and,
therefore, these definitions are product-oriented.

(iii) After Sale Services. In the old concept of marketing there is no place for after
sale services.

(iv) Social  Responsibility. In  the old  concept of marketing social responsibility is
neglected.

2. New Broad or Customer-oriented Concept of Marketing

(i) According to William J. Stanton, “Marketing is a total system of interacting
business activities designed to plan, promote and distribute want-satisfying products
and services to present and potential customers.”

This definition of marketing includes all the activities performed by the producers
to satisfy the needs of their customers in the field of marketing. Thus, marketing
functions start well before production and continue till the wants of customers are
satisfied.

(ii) According to Peter F. Drucker, “Marketing is a process which converts a resource,
distinct knowledge into a contribution of economic value in the market place.”

This definition recognizes marketing as a process in which the goods and services
having economic value are manufactured and distributed. This presents the social
approach of marketing.

(iii) According to Prof. Malcolm McNair, “Marketing is the creation and delivery of
standard of living.”

According to this definition, the function of marketing is to produce new and
improved goods and services so that the standard of living of the society may be
improved.
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